I am very happy to share with you the annual report of the EPFL Library for the faculty of Life Sciences, which gives an overview of the most important activities from the past year.

I am pleased to be your number one contact person for any request related to scientific information and data in the field of Life Sciences. So do not hesitate to contact me!

Eliane Blumer
Liaison librarian
Life sciences
eliane.blumer@epfl.ch
+41 21 693 05 92
@EPFBIB_SV

ACQUISITION EXPENSES

61’525 CHF
95% for online resources
5% for print resources

PUBLISHING SUPPORT

The Library financially contributed to

29 SV Open Access publications*
10’139 SV references in Infoscience*
[annual increase +8%]

*cumulative on December 31, 2017

RESEARCH DATA

14 support meetings for SV Data Management Plans
35 SV respondents to the research data management practice survey

TRAINING

8 sessions [Zotero, phd-modules, 1to1]
attended by SV members
97 participants from SV

PERSPECTIVES FOR 2018

• Institutional ORCID integration
• Extension of Open Access support with new memberships

EPFL Library
Rolex Learning Center
Station 20
CH – 1015 Lausanne

Opening hours
Building: 3/7 days, 7h – midnight
Services: Mon-Fri, 8am – 8pm
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